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PRBIERM CICERNINf THE IEMLOPW1NT AND UTILIZATION
CF THE INTERICR C TW GREAT TtA-KIE.LA. Mk- TAN DRSEVR

/Iallowing is a translation of an article by Chm Chen.-ta
C2612 7201 6671) in the Vhlnese-language periodical, Ti-li
(Geography), Peiping, No. h, 1961, pages 156-157, 1927-

(TME THE REGION IN THE LGWR REACIES OF KIE-LI-ML RIVER
IN YtJ-T']RN COW1Tr AS AN EXAMPLE)

(•J3: Investigations mere made jointly by representatives of the
Institute of Geography, Academia Simloal Hsin-chiang Office, Academia
Sinicaj Institute of Botazny, Academia Sinicaj Institute of Forestry
Science, Ministry of Forestryj Departmant of Geography, Peklng Normal
College, and No. 2 Group of the Bureau of Iqdro- and Engineering
Geology, Ministry of Geology.)

The Tta-kle-la-ma-kan Desert in Hsin-ohiang, which occupies an area
of 458,ooo,OOO-mou, is not oay the largest in China but is also one
of the beet known in the world. Investigations were once conducted in
the desert, but duo to unfavorable physical conditionis, it was felt
that its developla.nt was rather difficult. It was even noiwn as a
"trap". However, from the work perforied in the past two years in
various regions in the desert interior - Yu-lung-ha-shih River,
lower reaches of Kte-le-ha-shih, Pi-shan and Ni-Ma Rivers, lowermost
reaches of Ho-Vtion River, and lower reaches of Kte-li-ya River and the
dry deltasa= its terminal,iLt is clear that while efforts should be mde
to eliminate wind and sand disasters which seriously endanger farming
activities and commudcations in the border regions, there are still
abundant water and soil resources along the river valleys in the
interior capable of being developed and utilized. In fact, since the
1958 great leap forward development oaiiuign was launched under the
leadership of the Party, the people of Ho-ttien in the southern border
have already built a number of now oases. Let us now proceed with a
preliminary analysis of the development and utilization of the desert
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interior by taking the region in the lower reaches of Kfe-li-ya River
in Yu-ttien County as an example.

We shall first analyze the development and utilization of the land
resourcese Although chains of shifting aand dunes are exposed in the
southern part of the desert, flat uncultivated lands are extensively
distributed along the river valleys in the desert interior. They are
distributed mainly along river terraces, banks, dry deltas and edges
of terraces where red willow treees are sparsely grown (density of
water level being approximately 25 percent). These land surfaces are
formed by fine sandy soil whose salinity is generally Oo15-1.5 percent.
The total area of these uncultivated lands is estimated to be 740.,000
mou. If calculation is made according to the nature and degree of
improvement of the soil and by exclusing the areas to be occupied by
forests and pastures, and for highway and channel construction and
housing development, the total area of land in the lower reaches of KVe-
li-ya River which can be used for agricultural purposes will be 300,0OO
mouO

As a result of the yearly effect by floods, satisfacto:.7 water
supply conditions exists in this region, especially in the dry deltas
where lakes and swamps areformed. Ccnsequently, along the river banks,
there is a dense growth of willow and popular trees and also natural
pastures which cover a total area of approximately 300,000 mou which can
be gradually developed. From these results, it is evident Lhat this
region is certainly not like the ones which former investigators believed
it to be.

The region in the lower reaches of K'e-li-ya River possesses
abundant heat resources which are advantageous to agricultural develop-
ment. The annual accumilation of temperature is 4,000-49,500oC with a
daily average of above 1oGC; the total number of hours of sunshine is
3,000-3,500, and the frowing period for plants is 240 days. All these
are suitable for the development of foodstuffs and cotton.

With regard to water resources, although the annual precipitation
is scarce (an average of below 50 millimeters), especially in the
T ang-ku-tzu-pa-ssu-tte region in the desert center (an average of two
to three days per year), surface water from the upper reaches of the
river in the KXun-lm Mountains is still abundant, Apart from the seepage
in the river bed and water used for irrigating the old oases, the total
amount of water which actually flows into the desert is estimated to be
approximately 97,000,000 cubio moters. The degree of nineralization of
the water in the Yeh-ying area in the decert interior is l.1 67-1.43 grams/
liter, which is still suitable for drinking ar.d irrigation purposes.
On the alluvial plain along the river, there is a one to two-meter
depth of ground water whose degree of mineralization is 1-2 grams/liter
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depending on the locations in the north or south. At Yu-wen-t'o-k te-la.-
kt e in the ipper portion of the lower reaches, the mineral content is
1.518 urans/llter, while at Yah-ying in the middle portion, it is 1.6
gram/Liter, the chemical pattern of the water being ClI-HCO31-Na and
C14S04", respectively. At the contac+, zone between the terraces and
banks, there is an overflow of spring water of a relatively good quality
with less than 1 gram/liter mineral content, By employing the method
of calculating the rate of seepage in the river bed (since in a desert
region, the source of ground water supply is mainly from the seepage),
it is priftrily estimated that there is a total of 175,000,000 cubic
moters of active ground water deposit per year in the lover reaches
of K'e-li-ya River. This serves as a major water source for the
development of the desert.

From the above anuljis of water and soil resources, it is clear
that the desert interior is indeed worthy of being developed into an
agricultural region. In order to study further the scope and procedure
of its developzmnt and utilization, we should also carry out a combined
analysis of the water and soil resources. According to estimate, the
amount of water which can actually be used for agricultural purposes
is 50 per cent of the total amount presently available (the aum of the
amount of surface water and the deposit of active ground water). This
is sufficient only for 178,000 nou of cultiva•e land. Sinoe there is a
total of 300,000 mou of cultivable land in the region, the amount of
water available still falls short of that required, and therefore, further
efforts should be made to utilize floods and exploit moe ground water.

The above estimate applies only to the general condition existing
in the region in the lower reaches of Kge-li-ya River. In fact, the
condition will be different if analysis is made on individual areas.
For example, on the dry deltas at Ni-sha-lai and Tlang-ku-tzu-pa-ssu-tte
in the lowermost roaches of the river, there is a total of 100,000 mou.
of cultivable lund, with a preliminary estimate of only 20,000,000
cubic meters of s-rface water available. If calculation is made tr
allowing seepage and by excluding the amount to be used for raising
25,000 heads of sheep, the amount of water actually remaining will be
10,000,000 cubic meters, which, according to a rough estimate, is
sufficient only fb irrigating 20,000 mou of land. Hence appropriate
masures should be talsn to overcome the problem of irrigatig the
remaining 80,000 mouo But, in the areas between Yu-wen-tlo-kie-la-k te,
Ieh-ying and Mi-sha-lai in the middle section of the lower reaches of
the river, there is a total of more than 90,000 mou of cultivable
flat land distributed on terraces, with 89,000,000 cubic meters of
water w.-ailable for farming use. In view of these abundant water
resources, this area should be given a priority in future development
and utilization program*.
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From the results of the above evaluation of physical conditions sad
estimation of resources., it is evident that there is a possibility of
developing and utilizing the desert re~on in the lower reakches of Kt e-
li-ya River. In carrying out these e &avors, consideration should be
made according to the national econs.b development policy, which emphasizeg
agricultural production, in conjundtion with the local pi~aical features.
The part of the desert within the Ho-tsien region possesses several
different types of pvysioal features. First, there are the regions
covered by wide river valleys running across the desert where trans-
portation is convenient and water and soil resources are abundwit.
The regions located on the banks of Yu-lung-ha-shih River and Kle-la-
ha-shih River are two of the examples. These two rivers discharge
annually a total of 3,900,000,000 cubic meters of water, with 2,1140,000,000
cubic meters actually flowing into the desert interior. The area of
cultivable land in these regions totals te than. 1,600,000 mou, which
can be used mainly for growing foodstuffs and for producing cotton and
oil-bearing plants. With a simaultaneous development of forest and pastoral
industries here, these regions will become an important agricultural
center. Secondly, there are the regions deep into the desert interior
covered by narrow river valleys where water and soil resources are loss
abundant, but dense growth of popular trees and natural pastures are
distributed. These regions can be used for animal husbandry, with a
combined development of agriculture, animi husbandry and forests.
However, in certain areas in the upper sections of these regions where
the land is flat and water supply condition is favrable, they should
still be used for agricultural purposes, One of the examples which
possesses this type of features is the region located in the lower
reaches of the Ni-ya River. As to the region in the lower reaches of
Kte-li-ya River, the physical features and condition of resources are
somewhat in between the two above mentioned types. Here, the dense
growth of poplar trees and wide pastures also facilitate forest and
animal husbandry developments, and therefore, in planning for the
utilization of this region, emphasis should be made on the combined
developmnt of agriculture, forest and animal huebsndry. In production
arrangemente, due to the difference in physicaQ conditions between the
desert interior and its bordering regions and also in considering the
economic aspects and transportation conditions, the region south of
Yeh-ying should be used kfr agricultural, forest and animal husbandry
developments while the desert center to the north should be devoted
mainly to animal husbandry with agricultural and forest developments
to be carried out simultaneously. The reason for these arrangements
is due to consideration of the presently available water supply.
The cultivation of vast areas of land requires yearly an abundant
amount of water& While at the present time there is lack of a series
of water conservancy projects capable of effecting full utilization
of flood water, we have but %,o rely on minor facilities to accumulate
some of the flood wmter and utilize part of the ground water for
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agricultuwal production, which will be mainly foodstuffs, to met the
demand of the local inhabitants and to avoid mnecessary distant
transportation of foodstuffs from the !u-t t ien courty seat which is 220
kilometers away. But, if a number of small reservoirs is built on the
plain in the upper and middle sections of the lower reaches of the
river to accumalate flood water or if powe equipment is available to
facilitate the use of ground wates, production af foodstuffs can still
be expanded since, as stated above, there are 100,000 mou of land distri-
buted over the dry deltas at T'ang-ku-tsu-pa.sou-tie. Regardless of
the regions to the north or south of Teh-ying, the.developmsnt of
forests should be made primarily for the protection of newly opened
land from being damaged by winds and sand. In carrying out these
developments,, comideration should also be given to the fure increase
of population by additionally planting fruit trees and trees that can
eventually be wsed as fuel. As to the presently existing poplar trees,
those which are grow on the desert border should be carefully mirntained
to serve as a protective forest. Those which are healthy and fully
grown can be used for futwie basic construction purposes while those
which are decayed can serve as fuel and fodder.

From the results of the analysis of the physical conditions
in the desert interior coupled with the e:.ange these conditions produced
following the establishment of new agricultural regions, it is felt
that in order to insmwe a stable development, effective meas" es should
be taken to cope with problem that may arise following the developunt
and utilisation.

1. Problems concerning tVe full utilization of water resources.
From the above analysis, it is obvious that the water and soil resources
in the region in the lower reaches of K'e-li-ya River is unbalanced.
In order to reach balance, we should endeavor to utilize whatever
water resources cre available, especially those surface water resources
which are presently being exploited. Duw to the unstab'lity of the
river flows orip,- nated from the K'un-lun Mountains which are mainly
concentrated in uunlhrt the discharge of K'e-li-ya River in the monthe
of June, July and August occupies 62.4 percent of its total anuaml
discharge, the largest flood discharge reaching 364 cubic meters per
second. But, in the months of January through May when there is a
demand of water supply for agricultural production, the discharge
occupies only 19.7 percent. Consequently, in order to acquire a
balance of water and soil, the key measures to be taken ares (1) to
build a number of small reservoirs on the lowland of old dry river
beds (such as the section between.Pa-ssu-a-ko-le and Mi.eha-lai) or on
the narrow sections between high terraces and river beds along the
banks of the river valleys to accumulate flood water, and (2) to open
up springs on the edge of terraces to acqtd-te spring water or to dig
vertical wells through terraces to obtain ground waer to solve.some
of the water supply problem in the newly developed region.
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2. Problems concerning the prevention of soil from secondary
salinisation, As stated before, the agrioultural regions to be
developed in the desert are mainly situatqd long river terraces
and banks. While at the present Ul.me the' p•anity of, the a oil in
these regions is not high (the soil, 0.-30 centimeters deep, in the dry
delta region at Tsang-ku-tsu-pa-s•s-tte has a salt content of 0.15-
0.95 percent), it.will be affected by.secondary salinization when
it is opened up and irrigated, since the ground water level will rise
rapidly with an increase of the degree of mineralization speeding up
the accumulation oi' salt in the soil. In the Yu-wen-t to-kVe-la-kVe
region, for example, the degree of dlneralization of ground water in
uncultivated soil is less than 2 grame/iter., but after the land is
opened up and irrigated, the mineral content increases to 5-10 grams/
liter. The ground water level will also rise, and within one to two
years, it will have a rise of 40-400 centimeters as compared to that in
non-irrigated regions. The main reason for this is due to the inadequoy
in desalinization, the use of water in excess of the amotm-A required and
the lack of water discharge system* Hence, in order to speed up the
lowering of the level of ground water and to increase and stablise the
efficiency of desalinization, owu of the important measures to be taken
is to carry out salt washing by building water discharge channels and
to improve the techniques for such operations. In levelling the soil,
attention should be given to its quality by allowing the degree of
desalirdsation to become even and preventing the forming of secondary
salt spots. On cultivation techniques, mdiutm ploughing and loosening
the soil can cut down the rise of capillary water, and delay and also
weaken the process of "resalinisation". In certain saline soil nith
sodium content or in the process of salt washing when there is a notice-
able increase of sodium, an adequate amount of smi should be used. •

3. Problems concerning the prevention of wind and sand disasters.
Due to the fact that the newly developed region is situated in the
desert center, suirrouded by chains of 5 to 3C.meter high sand dumes
of the shape of a new moon and the fact that agricultural developmmnt
in the region is concentrated on narrow strips of land, from north to
south, along the river valleys, it is often subjected to wind and sand
attack. The winds are mostly northeasterly, followed by those from the
northwest. The total number of windy days occupies one-third of the
entire year, especially, in the windy season from April to July when
the wind velocity reaches an average of 10 to 12 meters per second.
These strong winds and sand flow will destroy or bury young plants
while sand dunes shifting southwestward will endanger roadways,
dwelling areas and water channels (at present, nvnerous water channela
in the region run directly across sand dunes)* At the same time., since
there are mainly clay and fine sandy soil in the region, they will be
affected by aeolian erosion causing the rich surface layer to disappear.
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Consequently, for the sake of preventing the region from being damaged
by winds and sand, the key measures to be taken are to maintain the
presently existing plantations (red willow and poplar trees) on the
region border and to build protective forests (mainly Hsin-chiang poplar
and Elasagnus angustifolia L.) around the farms, or to carry out block-
type cultivation by utilizing poplar trees for protection.

From the above analysis of the region in the lower reaches of
K'e-li-ya River, it is clear that there are possibilities for the
development and utilization of the great desert. especially along the
wide river valleys (more than 20 main rivers run into the desert from
the north piedmont of Kfun-lun Mountains) where agricultural pooduction
can be carried out. In.tbe course of development., problems such as
winds and sand and secondary salinizaticc of soil will exist, but if
appropriate measures are taken, a firm and rapid progress is insured.
Under the guidanee of the three red flags - the general policy of the
Party, the great leap forward development and the peeplets communes,
the Tla-kle-la-ma-kan Desert will be rapidly changed into many new
oases* -

5705
CSO: 3550-D
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THE MaRPHOLOGIC CCUDITICS CIF WEN-SHAN TIUND AND MIAO
RACES AUTMONCUOS CHOU IN =WNNAN PROVINCE AMD THEIR

RELATICt TO AGRICUJItRAL PRM UCTICK

olloving is a translation of an article by Chu Tawk'uei

2612 1129 1145) in the Chinese-language periodical, Ti-li
(eograpW),Peiping, No. 4, 1961, pages 168-169._-

The Wen-shan Ttung and Miao Races Autonomous Chou, situated in the
northeastern part of Yunnman Province, is a plateau formed by the merger
of numerous intermediate mountains. The highlands run in continuous
succession and their pattern is not evident. The general relief lowers
from northwest to southeast, gradually running into the Kuang-hsi
basin. The southern border of the state joins the northern highianij
of North Vietnam while the north and western parts are plateaus
approximately 2,000 meters above sea level. The surfaoe relief of
these plateaus is relatively subdued.

The Wen..shan Tfung and Mao Races Autonomous Chou, being located
near the Tropic of Cancer, is a transitional region between the tropical
and southern subtropical zonese. It has a great amount of relief fluctu.a-
tion and frequent climatic variations, and therefore, the presence of
vertical zones a apparent. In the low mountain and hilly region on the
southeastern bor¶nr (200-500 meters abovw sea level), the climate is
similar to that ý,a the northern border of the tropical mone, which is
hot and humid with abundant rainfall but without frost or snow. In
the southern part of Fu-ning Heien, the climate is southern subtropical,
which is sub-humid with little frost and snow. However, the majority
of the regions in the autonomous chou has a southern subtropical climate,
which is relatively dry with frost and snow originated from cold waves.
Besides, due to the effect of the local landscape, there appears a
special type of micro-climate, causing the climate of the state to become
more complex.

The southeastern part of Tunnan Province is geotectonically a part
of the Yunnan-Kwangsi synclina, having the characteristics of an activated
platform. Since the Cambrian period, it has on numerous occasions been
inundated, having accumulated thick overlying strata of sediment.
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Since the Palaso .oic era, there have been strata formed in different
periods, the thickest of which were formed from the Devonian to the
Triassic period and were widely distributed* As for lithological
characters, there are mainly limestone and sandy shale, with pyrogenetto
and metamorphic rocks prevailing in certain local reiongs. Due to a
long period of corrosion, the Karat topography has been developed in
the limestone region. The extent of this type of irregularity differs
according to the purity of the limestones The surfaee relief of the
sandy shale region is relatively subdued due to a long period of erosion
and denudation. The growth of the weathered layers and the thickness
of the earth strata are advantageous to agricultural production.

From the look of its form and origin and their characteristics
with respect to agricultural development, the Wen-shan Tfumg and Miao
Races Autonomous chou can be divided into three morphological regions
(see figure).

I. The intermediate mountain region in t.ho northern part of the
chou, comprising wide sandstone and shale val3sys, low mountains ard
canyons, embraces the northern sections of P.a-d=ng, Kuang-nan and Chliu-
pei Hiien, fornmig a banded sone stretching from east to west. It
consists of mainly Triassic and Devonian sandstones and shale with
certain minor areas covered with limestne. The eastern section of
the region is located on the slopes on the eastern border of lunman
?lateau, having a wide distribution of hills and low mountrins. In
the central and western sections, the areas located near river valleys
are dissected into intermediate mountain canyons while the platesus
(more than 1,500 raters above sea level) far away from thece valleys
are comparatively uminterrupted. Here, the relief is moderate with
thick earth layers, abundant water resources and dense plantations.
This type of "earth-mountain" landscape has advantages for the
development of agriculture and forestry. On the valley floor plains,
rice paddies can be developed while on the slopes of low mountains,
tropical plants and trees, such as, coffee, banana and pineapple, can
be grown. In localities of a higher elevation, tea-seed oil and tung
oil bearing trees can be planted. Billy areas and intermediate mountain
canyons having a tropical climate are suitable for tropical plantations.

II. The intermediate mountain region in the central part of the
state (1,300 to 2,000 meters above sea level), which has a strcng Karst
lands•ape, is a type of mildly dissected mountainous plain formed by
different kinds of limestones. The thick layers of pure limestones
accelerated the creation of the various types of widely distributed
KEnat phenomena. The eastern section of the region consists of
nmumrous round peaks and marshes formed as a result of corrosion.
The relative height of these peaks is 100-200 meters and between them
are the marshes whose bottom is flat covered with thick layers of
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sediment with frequent accumulation of water suitable for development
of rice paddies. Within these marshes, there are often rivers running
through tumels with an inlet (poo) on one side of the mountain and
an outlet on the other. In order, to facilitate irrigat..on, dams can be
built near the outlets to bring -p t-he water level to form reservoirs

aver the marsh land. Construction of this type of semd-..iderground
reservoirs will be simple and the advantages resulting from it will be
great. However, the dams to be built should be made to connect the
lowest layer of corrosion to avoid seepages The extended area in the
central section of the region is formed bV numerous peaks moderate hills
and ravines, having a strong Karst phenomenon. Because of the great
number, these ravines have formed into chains, with an accumulation
of red-earth and Tertiary sediments In places where there is a thick
accumulation of these sediments, water is deposited fcrrdng tiny seas,
with no serious problems of seepage when reservoirs or ponds are built.
In places where the sediment layers are thin or where there is a presence
of underground outlets, the seepage is serious, and the dry land surface
presents difficulty to animals and plant life. Here, vast areas of land
have become barren due to shortage of watea.t Methods for solution +,o
this problem are (1) that reservoirs be constructed in the neighbordD'
hood of river valleys or undergroumA water be utilized to facilitate
irrigation, and (2) that since the bedded r3lief of the Yuman plateau
is clearly manifested, with a distribution of small marshes between
mountain ridges surrounding the ravines, these marshes can be blocked
up to accmmlate water to form a series of small reservoirs, so that
water can be led from the high3r reservoirs through the lower owes into
the fields. Running through a small number of ravines are rivers.
Here, the fertile land is capable of being developed into a major
agricultural region. The northwestern section of the region is a
plateau of a uonvex tabular form consisting of moderate Karst type
hills and funnels. The surface relief is moderate with a wide distri.
bution of small round marshes (funnels). As a result of corrosion,
the limestone lc.-"r has become the vesicular type of unwdrground water
channels with wli :;h flow northward and empty themselves into Nan-plan-
chiang. One of i nose larger underground channels is the well-knownm
Liu-lang-tumg River. Here, the land surface is affected by serious
water shortage. However, the high relief and cool climate are
favorable to the growth of con and buckwheat and also the development
of arizmal husbandry.

The area of the limestone region occurred by peaks, corroded
furrows and protruding rocks is relatively large, and is at present
mostly barren and less utilized. If appropriate reform is carried
out, it could become useful. At the base of the conical peaks, there
is an accumulation of thick weathered layers where fruit trees or corn
can be planted (this work has already been carried out by a small
number of conunuzs). The carrying out of an adequate amount of
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maintenance work on these peaks will result in developing a dense planta-
tion. After the individual solitary peaks ase covered entirely with
low trees and shrubs, the Shady spots under.them can then be used -or
planting various types of medicinal he%4ba, Such as, fine "yellow herb"
kua-a±-hung, rose and pinellia tuberiferao, -As Ia result, each solitary
peak will become an orchard producing medicinal herbs and fruits. The
relief of the areas. where corroded furrows and protruding rocks are
distributed is rugged. The furrows are opvered with an accumulation
of red earth where at the present time drought resistant plant. are
grown. Since there is a serious erosion of the soil in the furrows,
the drought resistant plants should be gradually removed and replaced
by fruit trees and oil bearing plants, with greens planted on the ground
to prevent from further erosione In places where the slopes are less
inclined, adequate water conservanc projects should be built with a
view to developing foodstuff production.

III. The intermediate mountain region in the southern part of the
autonomous chou where sandy shalej, limstones and metamorphic rocks
prevail covers the entire Hsi-chlou and Ma-kuan Hsien and the southern
part of Fu-ding County, having an elevation of 1,000-1,700 moters above
sea level. In the vast eastern section of the region are interbedding
layers of sandy shale and limestones with a wide distribution of
the Karst topography. Due to the accumzlation of weathered sandstones
and shale around the peaks and slopes, the former appear to be of conical
shape. Since the various types of Karst phenomena are covered by
weathered elements, the land appears to be relatively subdued. The
satisfactory water supply condition and the thickness of the soil layers
present a "combined earth-rock" mountain landscape. The mountain land
in Fu-ning hsien is the major aniseed production area in China; the local
inhabitants are experienced planters. Hencefcrward., development of
this product should be particularly carried out. The "combined earth-
rock" mountain land is also suitable for growing tea seed oil bearing
plantsiand walnut and chestnut trees. The moderate slopes and marshes
are excellent farmlands. The valleys in the southern part of Hsli-
chtou and Ma-kuan extend themselves southward down to a tropical
region of a lower elevation above sea level. In certain sections of
these valleys waere soil and water resources are adequate, efforts
should be made to develop economic tropical products. The western
section of the region are high lands or intermediate mountain carnons
formed by sandy shale and metamorphic rocks. The relief of these
high lands located farmay from river valleys is moderate. The wide
river valleys mostly serve as bases for foodstuff, production. On
the high lands, the development of forests and auimal husbandry is
desirable, while in the deep river valleys of lower elevations,
tropical plants can be grown,
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The different types of morphologic phenomena in the Wen-shan Tfung
and Miao Racei Autonomous Chou (especially in localities where no .
limestones are distributed), which hav iAmpressed us deeply and which,
at the ame time, are closely related to agricultural p•odction, are
the plateau surface, the layer type morphology and the widely distri-
buted red weathered layers. Besides, the effect of the new tectonic
movement on the morpholoy is extremely evident. We shall now introdwe
the relationship between these morphologic phenomnaa and agricultural
production as folluau:

The plateau surface was formed as a result of a long period of
denudation during the stable stages of the earth crust movement.
Thereafter, in the period of the Himalayan movement, the elevation of
the great Yunnan region resulted in the emergence of the plane of
denudation to become the plateau surface. During that period, the speed
of the uplift was great and the tim was short. The speeo of the
river descension was lower than the uprise of the eaoth crust.
Consequently, in the central part of the plateau, large areas of
old denudated plain were still msintained, while the bordering regions
were dissected into intermediate mountains and hills. The regions where
the plateau surface were perfectly mainteinad.are mostly 2,000 meters
above sea level. Because of the high eleva-tion, the climate is cool,
which, together with the moderate relief, produce excellent forests
(fir in the south and Yunnan pine in the north) and pasturese At the
sam time, the dry land can also be used for producing such foodstuffs
as corn and buckwheat.

Due to the fact that the uprising of the earth crust in this
region was intermittent, the surfaoe was denudated dLring the stationary
period of the earth crust movement, forming a series of denudated
platforms. Since the elevations (above sea level) of these "ladder
type" platforms tre different, there is a variation of the local
climate. The lc:.ir level platforms posess mostly the southern
subtropical clirl - characteristics suitable for growing tropical and
subtropical plari, while the upper level ones are often excellent
forests of aniseed, tea seed oil and tung oil bearing trees. Places
where the water supply condition is satisfactory can be turned into
farmland for foodstuff production.

As a result of a long period of weathering and denudation during
the formation stage of the Yunnan plateau, thick weathered layers of
earth were produced. Following the forming of the plateaut s morphology,
due to the corrosion incapable of reaching the river origins, the old
weathered layers were not damaged. Thus, two types of effect were
produced. The first type, which is favorable to agricultural produc-
tion, is that thick earth layers prevail over the thick weathered
layers and are widely distributed on mountain tops and slopes where
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plantations can be developed. The second type of effect, which is
unfavorable, is that oboe the plantations are damaged, the weathered
layers will be washed away by isovetain floods causing serious soil
erosion. From observations made on the landscape where various types
of turbulent nlow prevail, it is clear that this type of phenomenon
does exist. Hence, in regions, that is, on the upper level platforms,
where weathered layers are distributed, Dmaslres should be taksn, to
maintain and restore ..plantations. In artificial forztion of -forests,
consideration should be given to the coverage of plants on the ground
beneath the trees to strengthen the maintenanoe of water and soil.

The influence of the now structural movement upon this region is
extremely evident, The result of the upising of the movement caused
the river valleys to have steep gorges and pits * Hence, the valley often
has a wide cross-section in the upper part with several steps of plat-
foru, -and a steep gorge in the lower* Due to the fact that the steep
gorges were formed within a relatively short period, there is a lack of
weathered layers, but there is an accumulation of rocks and debris or
diluvial deposits. Because of the deep cuts in the wide river vaL.3ys,
there often appear small areas of land of low elevation which are
warm and are not affected by wind and which are suitable for the
cultivation of tropical and subtropical plants* In the plateauls
surrouading regions, corrosion caused by river sources is serious* As
a result, low mouatains and hills are widely distributed and are
favorable to the cultivation of tropical and subtropical plants.
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SOM FU AM .L HRCBIEW CM = IMCON iMC GEORAPHY

Rollowing•Is a translation of an article tV Tulao •Ting-fan
T258ol1694 5672) in the Chineae..language periodical, -Ti-li
(Geography), Peiping, No. 4. 1961, pageS 172-1777

(NOM.: This article constitutes a part of the introduction appearing
in Chapter I of the newly compiled, "A Sm ay of Economic Geography".
It is published here for the benefit of all economic geography workers
in China.)

What is the object of stu-Aing econoinlc geography and its idssion?
What is the nature of this field of science in itself? All these problem
are involved in the prospect of its progress and in the cultwe of
cadres. Dealing with these problem, the economic geography commmity
within the country has undergone zW years of discwsion, but so far,
different viewpoints still exist. At present, Comrade Tstao Tling•mn
has introduced his concept, which is published here for the purpose
of encouraging academic debate and speeding up its progresso It is
hoped that all comrades who are interested In this field of science will
participate in the discussion - Editorial Department.

I. The objict, contents and nature of economic geotraphy.

(1) The obrct of economic geograpbyt Economic geography, to speak
of it as a field of science, Us still one of those reoently developed.
It has only several tens of years of history in Soviet Russia, not to
mention a much shorter period in this country. Because of its newness,
people are as yet unfamiliar with the object of its study, and constant
divergence of opinion still exists. However, the concept which up to
the present has been agreeable to most of the people is that economic
geography is the science of studying geographical arrange•mnt (distributin'.
for production in various countries and territories according to their
development conditions and characteristics. This interpretation with
respect to the object of studying. economic geography was made in the
resolutions -f the second planary conference of the Soviet Geographical
Society held in 1955, and was accepted by most of the people in the
geographical society in this country.
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The word "production" mentioned here has a strict scientific
sense in Marxist-Leninism; that is to say, production means the unity
of production strength and production relationship. According to the
theory of Marxist-Leninism, production (that is, in terms of material
production) includes both the elements of production strength and
production relationship (production strength is the core and production
relationship is the appearance), without one of which, production will
be unable to be oarried Oft. Production s h is foried through the
combination of labor strigth lbor supplies (mainly tools and equip-
ment) and labor objectives (natural resources, raw material and material
already processed), pointing out mainly the relationship between man and
nature. Production, regardless of when or how carried out, is always
fur the society. Production relationship means human relationship
created In the comuse of production. Production is always an activity
carried out under fixed human relation by wing fixed production tools
and equipent to process or change fixed labor objectives to satisfy
the deiand of the people, Production arrangements are geographical
arrangements for production in this sense. To interpret production
arrangements as arrangements for production relations is oertainly
erroneous, and likewise, to take it as merely arrangement for production
strength in also erroneous. Moreover, to say that production arrange-
mant is arrangement for both production strength and production relations
is inacceate.

Production of material supplies includes that of necessities for
life (such as, foodstuffs, clothing, d ing, fuel and daily
commodities) and that of production supplies (such as, various types
of tools and equipment,. .raw materials and materials already processed).
With regard to different fields of production, there are agricultural
and industrial as well as oonmunication and transportation elements
that are closely related to these two main fields of production.
Production is always carried out at a fixed locality or in a fixed
territory, and that is the problem of geographical arrangement for
production.

Production arrangement is a part of production. It appears as
production appears and develops as production develops. Once separated
from production, production arrangement will become meaningless.
Likewise, if production is set apart from production arrangement, its
development will be unimaginable.

Production arrangement on the one hand has a phenomenon of change
of time, In a nation, for example, the production arrangement in
the socialist society is different from that in the past capitalist
society, and that in the capitalist society is not similar to that in
the old feudal society. On the other hand, there is a vatiation in
different territories, such as, one nation or one territory has one
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type of production arrangement while another has another type. Thus,
economic geography is the science of -studying production arrangement
phenomenon with respect to the rules of changes developed both in tiros
and at Intervals.

Production arrangements are not only governed by general but also
by specific rules. The form govern the geographical arrangements
for all productions in a society while the latter control only a
particular type of production. Furthermore, the conditions (economic
and natural) for the development of production in each nation and
territory are different, and therefore, under the restriction of the
general and specific rules, the production arrangements in each nation
and territory still have their own characteristics. In the light of
the nunerous differences in production arrangements in various nations
and territcries, one who is unable to grasp the meaning of the rules
is like having fallen into a sea of mist. Siidlarly, it is also urx-
imginable if one, being familiar with the rules, does not carry out a
detailed study of the production development conditions and characteristics
of the nation or territory involved. Consequently, economic geogralyi
is not only the study of the rules of production arrangements but also
the study of production development conditions and characteristics
of individual nations and territories. Rtles for production arrange-
nents are found in the course of studying the production development
conditions and characteristics of individual nations and territories,
and under the gu.dance of these rules, efforts are mude to study further
the conditions and characteristics of the idividual nations and
territories,. The repeating of this process to acquire gradually a deeper
understanding of the subject is the entire secret and process in the

.study of economic geography.

(2) Coiprehensive economic geography and departmental economic
geographya From -the scope of study of different objects, economic
geograTAy generpa ly can be divided into two categories - comprehensive
economic geograp!sr and departmental economic geography.

Unified economic geography is the stud7 of the rules of arrangements
by treating production as a whole. The type of economic geography
generally referred to is unified economic geograpby. Dus to the diffbrent
scope of its abul., unified economic geography can be divided into two
categwies - general economic geographby and territorial (or national)
economic geography. General economic geograpby is to treat the world
as a whole to study the problem of its production arrangements* It is
not only the study of the rules of arrnageent of the entire society,
but also the study of those of the capitalist and the socialist
society. The book, "A Sumary of Econom.c Geography," mentioned in the
beginning of this article, is connected with this type of economic
geography. Territ wial (national) economic geography is the study of
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the production arrangements of a oertain territory, a certain nation
or a certain region in a nations such as the economic geography of
China, of a certain region in China, of Soviet Russia or of a certain
region in Soviet Russiae General eonmomic geography is closely related
to territorial (national) economic geography. The latter is not only
fundamental but is also a step torwakd toward the study of the former,
while the former is not dnly a,'theoretioal generalisation but is also
a theoretical guide to the btudy of the latter. Due to the fact that
economic geography is still considered as a newly developed science in
this coumtryp the study of general economic geography is presently
very limited. Consequently, territorial or national economic geo-
graphy has now becone our primary subject of study.

Departmental economic geography is the study of the rules of
arrangement of a certain field of production, such as agriculture,
industry and transportation. Further, it is the study of a certain
aspect of the production condition, such as population, and of a certain
specific phenomenon, such as inhabited areas. As stated before, since
economic geography 4-s still a newly developed science, the study of
departmental economic geography is still not popular. According to the
different scope of ite study, department economic geography can also be
divided into two categories - general departmaubal economic geography
and territorial (national) departamatal eccnomic geography. General
departmental economic geography is the study of the rules of arrangement
for a certain field of production by treating the world as % whoao It
is not only the study of the general rules of arrangement for a certain
field of production in the antire socia7t, but is also toe study cf the
specific rules of arrangement for a certain field of production in the
capitalist as well as the socialist society. Territorial (national)
departmental economilc geography is the study ct the arrangements for a
certain field of production in a certain territcry or nation, such as
agricultural geography or the iduwtrial geography of China. The type
of department economic geography which is presontly referred to is
mainly of a territorial natie, while the study of general departmental
economic geography is still very limited. General departmental economic
geography and territorial departmental economic geography are also
closely related to each other, The latter is not only fundamental but
is also a step forward toward the study of the formar, while the
former is not only a theoretical generalization but is also a theoretical
guide to the study of the latter.

Unified economic geography and departmental economic geography are
closely related to each other, The former is known as the whole while
the latter is referred to as a part. The study of departmental economic
geography should be based upon the rules of arrangement for genral
production adopted in unified economic geography while the study of
unified economic geography should be carried out according to the
rules of arrangement for a particular field of production practiced
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in departmental economic geography. With the liowledga of unified
economic geography as a guide, the study of depaetaontal economic
geography is like "wlking in the fog." Similarly, without the knobwedge
of departmntal economic geography as a foundation, the study of unified
economic geography will hardly be progressed. Within the close relation-
ship between unified economic geography and departmental economio geo-
graphy, a much closer relationship exists between general economic
geography and general departmental economic geography, and between
territorial economic geography and territorial departmental economic
geography, Within the close relationship between the various types
of economic geography, general economic geography occupies the center
position.

The conditions presently existing In this country are:.that the study
of departmental economic geography Is still very limited while that of
unified economic geography is as yet below standard, In order to meet
the need for socialist construction, efforts should ba made to the
development of unified as well as departmental economic geography,
with a priority to be given to the latter subject.

(3) The scientific nature of econonmi geography: Production of
material supplies is a type of social phenomenon. Production arrangement,
which is one of the aspects of production development, is naturally also
a type of social phenommncn, its development being governed by the rules
of social development. Coneoquently, the fact. that economic geography
in a social science has been recognized by the majority of the people.
However, up to the present tii&i, it is still vague as to which type of
social science it belongs, and dlffereat viewpoints concerning this
still exist. Some people consider it as a part or a tranch of political
economics, which is obviously erroneous, since political economics
is the study of production relationship (economic relationship) which
is one aspect of production, while economic geopaphy is the study of
production arrant, msnts which is another aspect of production. In his
paper "On the Dii .%o-n of Sciences" (see Hsueh-hsi i-taturg (Translated
papers on study), No. 10, 1955), Kaitelov1 (phneticT •clasified economic
geography as a social science, without connecting it with economic
foundation (economic science) or higher structure, but including it as
an additional type of social science. This concept is worthy of attention
and study.

Although economic geography is regarded as not being included in
the field of economic sciences, it is still a science of strong class
distinctions. This is became of the fact that production arrangements,
regardless of the type of social system, are generally made according
to the production demand of the people. In slave and feudal societies,
production arrangements are chiefly made according to the wishes of the
masters and feudal lords. In capitalistic societies, they follow mainly
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the demand of the propertied olass. In a socialist society, they obey
the demand of the people of the eptire society. Thm, there exist no
production arrangements that will 'ape with the dwmns of both capita-
listia and socialistic sooletieed The type of eoon•Lc geography
practiced by the propertied class rall describes itz production
arrangement phenomena in term of the natural conditions, denying class
distinctions in production arrangements and thas also denying those of
economio geography. The type of economic geograplW talked about in
Marxisrm,.Ienini•m describes its production arrangement phenomenaml y
according to the rules of socialistic developont, ocmfirming class
distinctions in proection arrangements and thuw also confirming those
in economic geography. These are the two basic differences between
the two systems, Therefore, those who are concerned with economic
geography should carry out their work with their political belief as
their vanguard and Marxism-enminism and Mao Tse-tungw s concept as their
g•ide,

Furthermore, dum to the fact that production arrangement phenom a
possess an obvious reginal sense and that these phenomena are ornplicatedly
related to various types of social economic and natural conditions,
economic geography can also be considered as a field of science having
a regional sense as well as unified characteristics. With these two
aspects, it is seen that economic geograp•y is quite similar to
physical geography. However, it will be a gross mistake if oe
attempts to use these view as a basis of combining economic and
physical geography into something called "united geograpby."

3l2 The duty and purpose of economic geography.

Regardless of any field of sciences, its duty is to present the
rules of development of the object of study. The duty of the science
of economic geography is simp37 to present the rules of production
arrangements and the conditions and charateristios of production
developuent in various nations and territcries.

The study of these rules, conditions and characteristics, on the
one hand, is important to the progress of our culture, and on the other,
serves a great purpose in our ecoomuic construction. It will enable Ws
to know the.cause of the numerous differences and development changes
in the production arrangements of the natione and territories involved,
so that we may clearly understand their past, present and future and
may not be deceived by their erroneous and reactionary viewpoints, such
as those concerning the determination of geographical environxwnts,
racialism and Marcus (phonetic) theory of population. For example, if
we learn about the unbalanced rules of capitalistic production arrange-
ments and the conditions and characteristics of production development
in various capitalistic nations and territories, we will be able to
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understand clearly iWh production in some of these nations is progressive
and that in some is backwards and whether progrem and backwardness
are determined by geographical environpnte or racial conditions. At
the sam tim, is will have a full realisation of the different
of contradictions within the capitalistic world, such as contradictions
between imperialism and colonies and send.-oolonies, between one imperialism
and another, and between cities and farm. We will also know the
corruptness, unreasonableness and eventual extinction of capitalism.
All this knowVLedge will enable um to have a deeper compreheneion of
Mao Tse-tungs well-known nt that imperialiasm is nothing more
than a paper.tiger, and this u. lad us to better equip ourselves
theoreticalJ7, Another example is that if vse rO well famdliar with
the balanced rules of socialistic. production arrangemnts and with the
conditions and characteziati-s of production development in various
socialistic nations and territories, ms will be able to realize why
production in a backward nation in the socialist camp can rapidly
surpass that of a progressive nation, why a backward territory can
speedily catch up with a progress twritcry and wIy production in
agriculture, industry, and conmucation and tranaportation within a
nation or a territory is closel3y dependent upon ea&h other, and not
like thoe in capitalistic nations uhere everything is independent
of each other. All these will strengthen our knowledge of the superiority
of the socialist system, and our spirit of patriotism and internationaliasm.
They are the contributions of economic geography to the progress of
our culture. The teaching of economic geography in school and the
dissemination of this knowlsdge though books, newspapers and periodicals
belong to the cultural nature,

To fakdliarize ourselves with the rules of production arrangements,
especially those in a socialist nation and with the conditions and
characteristics of production developmnt in various nations and
territorles, esarcially those In the various regions in China, we shall
be able to util ze their knowledge for practical.:work in our economic
construction. L ring the eleven years since liberation, especially
during those years since the beginning of the great leap forward
campaign, people who are concerned with economic geography have
participated widely in numerous tasks involving the problems of produc-
tion arrangeventse They have participated in the investigation and
selection of railroad line, in the mapping out of plans for river
valley developments, in the planning of unified development and
utilization of various regions, in the appropriate arrangements for
industrial development, in the plamtzmg of building river networks,
and in the work of mapping out production plans for peoplae
co•n as and of adequate adjustment and reform of inhabited areas,
all of which have produced remarkable results. In addition, they
have, on a scientific basis, made appropriate arrange•ents between
regions for agricultural production and those for other fields of
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production. All these are proofs that economic geography has served a
great purpose in economic construction. The viewpoint of certain
people that economic geography, ouI. Us a signiafcant meaning in the
progress of our culture and not ,n ein t economic const*uction is evidently
erroneous.

Economic geography has an equally important effect upon culture
and economic construction. To tonsider one of these aspects oblivious
of the other is a disaster of the whole, The effet .s of economic
geography on culture and economic construction are wnztually related
to each other and their progress is likewise tbual3,y accelerated.
The more effect economic geography produces on culture, which will
enable the numerous cadres and the messes to acquire more knowledge
on the subject, the greater accomplishment economic construction will
bring, since, under these conditions, not only will the professionals
produce an effect on economic construction, but also those cadres
and masses who are familiar with the knowledge will be able to
participate in the tasks. Similarly, the more effect economic
geography produces on economic comtruction, the more effectively ue can
devise solutions of economic problems. Tnus, the coverage in
economic geography will gradually be more abindant, the level will
be higher, and its effect on culture will be greater,

III. The relation between economic geography and its neighboring
sciences.

The relation between a field of science and its neighboring sciences
is determined primarily by the relation between the object of its
study and the general matters surroumding it. The relation between
ecoiomic geography and its neighboring sciences is determined first by
the relation between the production arrangements and general surround-
ing matters. Production arrangement is one aspect of procaction
development, which, on the one hand, is closely related to production
relationship and on the other, to production strength. It is also
connected with physical conditions. Thus. economic geography is
defined as being closely related to the field of economic sciences
which studies production relationship, to variwm fields of technical
sciences for production which studies production strength, and to
that part of physical geography which studies the rules of development
and changes in nature as a whole. In order to make satisfactory
achievements. one who is concerned with economic geography should
equip himself fully with a knowledge of economic sciences and of
technical sciences for production and physical geography. Among these
three fields of sciences, the relation between economic geography aod
economic sciences is fundamentals That is to say that the latter, in
relation to the former, is the soul, the dominant factor and the core.
As to technical sciences for production and physical geography, they
are the fundamental Imowledge necessary for the development of economic
geography.
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(1) The relation between econoic geography and economic sciences:
Among economic scienoes, the closest relation is between political
economics and economic geography. Political economics is the science
of stulding production relations (that is, econoe•ic re.ations) and
economic rules. Economic rules control the producti•n and distribution
of material sepplies and also govern the ruler for production arrange-
mnts. If disassociated from the fundamental rules of political
economics, the rules for production arrangemets lose their backing and
beco me anlngless, Consequontlys economic geography should be developed
according to the fundamental rules of political economics, -ing them
to analyse production arrangements and then to derive fundamental rules
for these arrangennte. Economic geography will not swist as a science
once it is separated from political economics. However, it will be
improper on account of this to arrive at some other conclusions by saying
that it is a part of political economicas or is actually political
economics, or is the political economics of various nations and
territories, which are obviously erronous. Political economics is
the study of production relations while economic geography is the study
of production arrangements. They are sciences of two different natuwes.
We should, on the one hand, observe the close relationship between the
two and, on the other, also realize the difference between them. It
is wrong to disregard their close relatiorship and the important
effect of the former upon the latter, but it will also be a mistakae
not to realize the difference between them.

Apart from being closely related to political economics, economic
geography is also closely related to departmental economics, since it
is not only the study of the rules of production as a whole, but is also
the study of those of the difforent departments of production. Hanoe,
there are close relations between departmental economic geography and
depsrtnimtl economics, between agricultural geography and agricultural
economics, and l-etwoen industrial geography and industrial economics.

Economic ge,•raphy is also closely related to economic history.
Since it is not ouly the study of present production arrangements but
is also the study of the origin of these arrangements, the knowledge
of economic history is required.

Besides, tha study of economic geography also involves tie knowledge
of economic statistics and economic cartography,

(2) The relation between economic geography and physical
geographys Ph~aical geography is a field of natural sciences while
economic geography is one of ..social sciences,, They are two types of
sciences of a completely different natroe, and therefore, any attempt
to confuse their boundaries is erroneous, However, while realizing
the different nature between these two sciences, we must also observe
the close relationship between them. The relation between economic
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geography and physical geography is determined primarily by the relation
between production and production: G£*Angments and ra.ual conditiom.
Production is always carried ouf bI* using fixed natural matters and
under fixed natural conditions. Therefore, production and production
arrangements cannot but be affected by natural conditions. This
determinen the relation between economic geography and physical
geography. It also shows the absolute necessity of wing the knowledge
of the latter to understand and explain the production and production
arrangement phenomena of the forsr. To ignore the signlticanne which
physical geography has on economic geography is wrong, although regardless
of the amount of effect natural conditions barig on production and
production arrangements, they are not the deciding factors. Comequntly,
to over-emphasize the effect of physical geography on economic geography
is also -ong* It will be a gross mistake if one considers combining
economic geography with physical geography into a field called united
geogapye.

Similarly, economic geography also has an important effect on
physical geography, which cannot be disregarded. The reason for this
is that production and arrangements for production undertaken by human
beings are always carried out by utilizing and changing the natural
conditions, so that the developmnt and changes of these conditions
cannot but be affected by human activities. In mawW instances, once
separated from the effect of humn activities, the development and
changes in natural phenomna will becomm somthing that are difficult
to comprehend. Conseqiuntly, in dealing with physical geography, the
study of the changing rules of development of the natural body, ow
must not disregard the importance of the effect of human activities
on the natural conditions. That is to say that physical geography
camct but utilize the knowledge of economic geography to develop
itself. At the same tine, the object of studying physical geography
is not designed solely for the sake of study, but for the bettering
of the utilization and reform of nature. Thds again proves that the
study of physical geography should be based upon the knowledge of economic
geography in order to understand more clearly the object of study and
to avoid inclination toward pure naturalisme

(3) The relation between economic geography and producticn
technology: In geographical arrangement for production, which is
carried out under the logical promises of fundamental economics and
subject to the restriction of the existing natural conditions, production
technology, in most cases, has the decisive effect. For example, the
production of rice is carried out indeed because of the people's
demand, and because of the existing natural conditions suitable for
its growth, But these two factors alone are not sufficient to warrant
the task. We shofld also endeavor to acquire the technical knowledge
concerning the productions such as the characteristics of the product,
and its growth in relation to heat energyp water, soil and labor condi-
tions. Without this knowledge, we will be unable to plan for a
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general arranger• ent, not to meibion a precise arrangement for the produc-
tion. Another example is the production, of iron and steel which is
carried out in certain regions simply because of the peoplets need and
because of the existing natural conditLons suitable for such producticn.
But, in addition to these two factors,', should also be familiar with
the technical knowledge involved, which are the characteristics of the
produatimn, the raw and pracemed materials and fusl needed, the
technical process, and the relations between the production and the
labor condition, trnnsportatip and other fields of industrial production.
Without this bnowledge, we will be unable to understand a general produc-
tion arrangement, not to say a procese production arrange•mnt. Technical
knowledge provides us an u of the technical relationship
within the production sphere and the relationsbip between production and
natawal conditions. Consequentlys economc geography -should utilize
all knowledge concerning production technology in order to acqire
progress and developmnt The study of agricul.tural production arrange-
iante should master agrictural production technology; the study of
industrial production arraemnto should be famliar with industrial
production technology, and the study of communication and transportation
production arrangenente should underotand coo--ication and transportation
production technology.

While production technology covers a wide scope of knowledge, there
is still a lack of a course that is devoted solely to the study of
this subject. Consequently,, apat fM pursuing extensive stuly from
books and magazines, the most effective amars of acquiring such
knowledge is to participate in inspeatioes and practical work.

IV. The Method of Study of Econoic Oeograpbv.

(1) Dialectical mAterialism and historical materialism are the
fomndatiotm of t%. mthodology of economic geography% Dialectical
Materialism is Vas reflection of the transformation of ill phenomena
in the universe, It is the foundation of the methodology of all
sciences and is naturally the foundation of the methodology of
economic geography. Dialectical materialism recognies that all
phenousna in the universe are in continuous transformation, the
so~rce of this transfmrmaicn being the unity of and the struggle among
contradictions. The course of the transformation is from the change
in quantity to the change in quality, and the tendency of its develop-
ment is from a lower to a higher level. Production arrangemnt phenomna
naturally cannot be considered as an exeeption. Therefore, we should
carry out our observation of these phenomena according to the viewpoint
of dialectical materialism. Historical materialism is the funation of
dialectical materialicm within the scope of social phenomena. It is
the reflection of the transformation of all social phenomena. It is
the foundation of the mthodology of all social sciences and is



naturally the foundation of the mthodology of economic geograplho
Historical materialism acokowledges that whtil social phenomena we a
part of the wited materialistic world governed by the general rUle3 of
dialectical materialismp they are different f.?om natural phenomena and
have their own specific ruleq. istorioal .materialism also recognizes
that the development and changes In all social phenomena are after all
determined by the development and changes ifi material supply production
undertaken br human being., tr those in produ•ticc methods and those
in production strength and relations. Frodiution arrangement ph enomna
are cn of the aspects in the development of material supply production
its development and changes are naturally subject to the restriction of
the general rules of social developmnt carried out according to
historical materialism. omsequently, ws should carry out our obeerva-
tion of production arrangement phenomena according to the viewpoint of
historical materialism.

The science of economic geograp&OW is created and gradualy developed
according to the foundations of the methodolog of dialectical
materialism and historical materialsm. Once separated from these
foundations, it will be open to infilitration of various types of
false theories practiced by the propertied class on the subject, and
will return to the old concept and be unable to serve the prolatariat
and the construction of socialism

(2) Scm concrete methods of study of economic geography: Apart
from the foundations- of the methodology of dialectical materialism and
historical materialism, the study of production arrangement phenomena
should also be pursued according to a number of concrete methods. The
methods which are constantly in practice are statistics, mapping and
field :ýspection.

Production developwnt and arrangement conditions are wupli
shown by large figures obtained from the us; of the statistical methods
These figures are one of the important soiz.cos of material for the study
of economic geography. Therefore, we should, from an economic geographical
viewpoint, adjwut, analyze and study all statistical material available
so that we may be able to understand the conditions and then the rules
of productica development and arrangement. Apaset from wing fl'ures,
the statistical method also expresses its results by means of statistical
charts.

The recording of statistical materials on a map after they have
been adjusted, analyzed and studied is called the mapping method. This
method, as compared with the statistical mthod, is clearer and more
accurate in showinr the conditions of production arrangement. From
an economic map, we are able to observe m clearly the characteristics
of individual regions and the relations between production arrangements
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and various factors involved, and thus to conveniently understand the
rules of these arrangments. Consequently, in the study of economic
geography, full utilization of the mapping method should be made.

The study of the oonditions of production arrangemnt by field
observation is called the field inspection method. This method, which
is used in conjunction with the statistical and mapping methods, will
on the one hand provide us a deeper understanding of the object of
our study, and on the othor supplemos* oir ,knowledge acquired from the
other two mothods. Apart frm field observation, the general method
of field inspection also includes visits, discussions and collection
of related materials.

The methods of statistics, mapping and field inspection are equally
important in the study of economic guography. They all have their own
individual characteristics and effect. They can supplonent each other
but cannot substitute for each other. Hwoe%, to dim0da any one of
these three methods is erroneous and will jeopardize the progress of
study of economic geography. In practical work, there exists a tendency
of either giving more attention to the statistical method than the
mapping and field inspection methods or putting too much emphasis on
the latter two methods than the former method. It is hoped that these
practices will be avoided.

(3) The use of some other methods: In addition to the three
above mentioned methods, there are also the comparison as well as the
analysis and unifying methods, which are important and generally used
in the study of economic geography. These two methods, which are used
jointly in many other fields of sciences, are particularly significant
here since economic geography possesses regional as well as hiified
characteristics. The conditions and characteristics of the production
development of velous nations and territories are one of the main
factors in the st..xly of economic geography. If the methud of comparison
were not employed, it would be difficult to distinguish these different
conditions and chracteristics. Economic geography is accomplex field
of science that in colves an extremely wide area of study. If the
analysis and unifying method were not used in determining the relations
within the field, it would become a simple combination of physical,
economic and technical kiowledge and would not be considered as a
science. In order to have a proper unification, an effective analysis
should first be maue on the complex relations within the field. Without
analysis there will be no unification.

0
The use of the comparison and the analysis and unifying methods should

be made throughout the process of each of the statistical,: mapping and
field inspection methods. At the same time, the purpose of using these
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latter methods is to clarify the many different aspeectn in the production
development and arrangements so that a comparison, an analysis and a
unifying effort can be made to show the rules, conditions (advanta&eous
and disadvantageous) and characteristics of the production developments
of various nations and territories.

To sum up, the study of economic geokraphy should be based upon
the foundations of the methodology of dialectical materialism and
historical materialism, and on the basis of these foundations, the
use of the statistical, mapping, field inspection, comparison and
analysis and unifying methods should be made. It will be erroneous
to disregard any of these factors.

575o
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CHANE Or RIVER COURSES IN SOVIT RUSSIA

4?ollowing is a translation of an article by Arnotov and
bov in the Chinese-language periodical, Ti-li (Geography),

Peiping, No. 5, 1961, pages 224-225..7

Since ancient time., the inverse flow of rivers toward their sources
was considered as a symbol of natural calamities. In this modern era,
this phenomenon is no more a presage of danger and bad luck. Geographical
workers often plot at "unreliable" localities on a map certain light
blue cwves to show the course of "new-bori-" rivers* But, even in our
time, the enormous engineering plan for the change of river courses is
still very much impressive. In this paper, we shall present a plan
for the change of the flow of Po-shao-la (phonetic, presumbly Pechora)
River and Wei-chlieh-ke-ta (phonetic) River.

Ancient Rivers

The Po-shao-la and We!-chlieh-ke-ta Rivers originate from the rock
canyons in the Ural Mountains and Ti-man (phonetic) ridges in the
vicinity of latitude 610. Starting from the two villages, Pei-tte-lieh-
ts t u-fu and Cht!-lieh-po-no-fu (both phonetic), on the steep slopes
in.the upper res:hes of Kso-erh-wa River (the northermoet river in the
Kama River basin), the brooks which can be seen at an interval of almost
every kilometer er'e suddenly replaced by marshese But if one only
passes a distance of 15 kilometers, he will again observe river bends,
Where he has already crossed the divide of the two largest basins
(Kama and Po-shao-la Rivers) in northern Europe.

In ancient time., people attached particular importance to river
courses, since along these courses, they could travel to far away
places, evading the dense and inaccessible forests. Along the banks
of Kama River, people traded sable, sea otter and sequirrel skins,
Persian rugs, and Pa-chan-tting (phonetic) satin and utensils. Since
the olden days, people had been trying to open up a short cut between
Kama River and Wei-chsieh-ke-ta River, a tributary of Pei-te-wei-nei
River. As early as in the beginning of the nineteenth century, an 18-
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kilometer long canal was already built linking the Chu-li-chti River
in the Kama river basin with the Pei-ktal-t'e-mu River, a tributary
of Wei-chlieh-ke-ta River. However, this cawl was later abondonei as
impractical.

In the early 1930's, the talk on the nwthern rivers was again
resumed when the so-called greater Volga River Plan was made by the
Hydroelectric Power Projects Planning Institute. During that time,
the idea of changing the river courses in the north into flowing toward
the Volga river basin was created. This idea was to rectify the
obviously unbalanced naW.ural distribution of water resources in the
northern and sou*iwn part of Soviet Russia. In the European part of
Soviet Russia, almost 80 percent of the rivers run toward the north,
flowing through the cold and then humid regions in the Taiga forests
and on the moss plains. In the hot sumer season, the land in the
south can only receive 20 percent of the total surface flow. To
regulate the annual distribution of river water by changing the
course of sore of the rivers in the north into flowing toward the dry
areas in the south will indeed attract public sentiment. But this is
not the only idea that attracted the attention of the planners. Other
necessities of life have also brought another major problerii- the
Caspian Sea problem.

In 1925, along the banks of the A-plu-hsieh-lun (phonetic)
Peninsula, there were still wooden sheds standing over the water
surface. These sheds were once occupied by traders fromt Persia,
India and other klngdoms in the Orient and MIddle East Asia, Thu
infilitration of sea water gradually covered up the sarcng walls and
towers. Mowever, during the past 30 years, the Caspian eea level has
dec2ined by some 2.5 meters. This naturally has worried tho seamen
and flhermen in Ku-li-yeh-fv. (-;honetic, pogsibly Guryev) &j ,mll as
other Inhabitants along the coz• since 2t Caspian Se.a hari retreated
further. fr,' their towns and villages. W1'•h i~s ;ater surfa-:
stretching &buost 400,000 squ="o kilometoe:v, the total amo=.'ri of water
evapor&ted is more than that acquired from rivers, rain and underground.
Conseqtzontly, the plan for changging the river courses to rvise the level
of the Cazy,6an Sea is extreme.ly important.

The Process of Mapping ti.-3 Plan.

The material accumulated by the Water Conservancy Projects Planning
Institute shows that there have been numerous historical plan3 and
attempts to change river courses.

Within the post 25 years, there has been several tens of plans
made to solve this problem. Only through the joint effort of marn
experts in the fields of hydrography, dynamics and economics, as well
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as construction eninee's, could such a precise and adequate plan be
made to solve this major national economic problem. We shall sumorize
this plan as followas The Po-ehao-la and Wei-chlieh-ke-ta Rivers are
to be made to flow tbrough Kama and Volga Riverpinto the Caspian Bea,
suppling annually a total of 40 cubic kilometers of water. It is pointed
out that this amount of water is equal to that of the Dnepr River
flowing into the Black Sea annually.

In order to bring this plan into realization, we should build a
series of huge river conservation structures. In the vast area from
Solikamsk to almost Po-ehao-la city, there will be a huge reservoir
whose area will be 1.5 timss larger than that of Ku-pi.whouh-fu
(phonetic) Sea, and will be socond only to Lake Ladoga in the northern
European part of Soviet Russia.

To faciliate reservoir construction, several earth dams should be
built on Po-ehao-la River, on the divide between Ni-pieh-erh (a
tributary of Po-shao-la River) and I-jih-ma Rivers, and on Wei-.chlieh-
ke-ta River. A canal should also be built to run through the divides
between Wei-chtieh-ke-ta and Po-shao-la Rivers and between Kama and
Wei-chlieh-ke-ta Rivers so as to link the different lakes together into
one reservoir, in the vicinity of Solikawk on the pper Kama River, a
series of projects - a 700,000-kilowatt c.pacity hydroelectric power
station, navigation facilities, concrete overflow daasi, and a 5-kilownter
long earth dam.-will be built. The second stage of the plan will call
for the construction of water conservancy networks on Po-shao-la and
Wei-chtieh-ke-ta Rivers. Thereafter, plan will be made to open up a
coaied channel leading from Volga River to the Barents Sea and White
Sea.

Although at prxesent the plan for the change of river courses from
north to south c.-Iy exists on paper, it hasalready created a tremendous
effect on the netional economic plan. It should be noted that when the
rivers flow soutl-ard, they will be confluent with the Ka4 as well as
the Volga River. This total force will be capable of operating several
huge hydroelectric power stations.

One of these power stations - the Kama Hydroelectric Power Station
located in the vicinity of Pei-erh-mu (phonetic) City, has already been
completed. It was pointed out in the Soviet Corammist Partyls 21st
Congress that the capacity of the Fa-tte-chin (phonetic) Hydroelectric
Power Station, another huge pioJect in the lower Kama River, was not
540,000 kilowatts as had been previously planned bub was 1,000,000
kilowatts,

While passing along the corridor of the Water Conservancy Projects
Planning Institute, one can see the sign "Lower Kama Hydroelectric Power
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Station" on the door of one of the offices. Here, work is being casried
out on the design of another water conservancy network of the Kars
River. It was learned from computation that the total amount of water
from the northern rivers which will pat through the dams of the present
and future hydroelectric power stations on the Kama and Volga Rivers
will produce the same amount of electricity as the worldts largest
Volga-lenin Hydroelectric Power station now produces.

Our ancestors once also built dars and dikes. But the work of
changing river courses from north to south, regardless of its scope
or effect, is without precedent. This work will have a great effect
on the natural conditions and climate of the vast northern region.

Huge Machines.

The engineering work on the water conservancy structures will be
carried out in huge construction sites. The situres for the different
projects on Po-ehao-la, Wei-ch tieh-ke-ta and Kama Rivers will be a
thousand kilometers apart. All these projects will call for the cutting
down and transportation of 80 million cubic meters of lumber, which is
three times the total amount of production of one of the nationt s
largest lImbering regions - western Ural mountains. They will also
call for the pouring of one and one half million cubic meters of concrete
and 700 million cubic raters of earthwork, which will exceed three times
the amount undertaken when the Volga-Lenin Hydroelectric Pcwer Station
was b',llto This enormous amount of earthwork to be carried out prompted
the planners to study the production of new efficient machines. While
the largest mud cranes that are presently used in water conservancy
projects are capable of transporting 1,000 cubic meters of earth per
hour, those which will be used in the projects on the divides of Kama,
Po-sh-o-la and Wei-chlieh-ks-ta Rivers will triple this efficiency
(3,000 cubic meters per hour). These new machines will also be capable
of delivering earth 100 meters away* With the development of these
machines, the complicated piping system for the transportation of mud
is not needed,

The clearing away of the forests to provide a site for the future
reservoir will not be completed before the water is filled, but this
does not present any difficulty to the plpnners. On the water surface,
floating lumbering and assembling combines will be used to cut down
the trunks of pines and firs and process them into materials of various
specifications. The combines will not be operated by coal or oil,
but by lumber waste.

Excavators that have an efficiency of 15 cubic meters and 30-ton
trucks that are equipped with automatic loading devices will be provided
to the engineers as soon as the construction projects begin.
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When will the plan for the change of river courses become
realized? The construction work for the water conservancy structures
will be completed within the nuxt 1$ years. By that time, a great
majority of the Kama/Po-haola/Wei-ch' ieh .6ta Reservoir will be
filled. This is to say that by the end of, the next seven-year plan,
the water conservancy system will be put into production, gradually
guiding more and more water from the northern rivers into the dry
Volga region and the Caspian Sea.

Extraordinary Changes.

At present, at the Water Conservancy Projects Planning Institute,
one can often encounter representatives of the Pei-erh-mu National
Economic Council, workers of the Volga Bureau of Navigation, experts
on marine products f-rm A-esu-tle-la-han (phonetic) and Iumberers from
the Klo-mi (phonetic) Republic.. Their presence at the Institute is
due to the fact that the plan involves the individual interests of ten
different Soviet economic regions. Notiong ago, a meeting of exports
in the fields of geography, geology, hydrography, forestry, economics
and chemistry was called by the Soviet Academy of Sciences to discuss
the problem of bettering the utilization ,f the natural resources of
the Caspian Sea, and at the same time, to find a possible way of
avoiding the Sea from gradually becoming shallower, since the latter
case would bring serious damages to navigation, the mining of precious
raw chemical materials, and to the fishing and petrolem industries.

The guiding of northern waters into the Caspian Sea will increase
the so-called "healthy" area in the northern part of the Sea, which is
at present a shallow region. This will bring about an intrease in
the production of sturgeons, and will also save a tremendous amount
of annual expenses for dredging work.

The northern part of Soviet Russia will also have A great change
in the future. i•a the ,banks of the lama-Wei-chlieh-ke-ta/Po-shao-la
Reservoir will O-Land factory buildings of the new lumber processing
and chemical enterprises. Forest highways running through the vast
border between the subranges of northern Ural Mountains and the
Kfo-mi Republic will also be constructed.

Regardless of the tremendous amount of investments to be put
into the project, they will be regained within appro:dmately five
years after its completion.

The change of the courses of Po-ehao-la and Uei-chlieh-ke-la Rivers
does not imply that these north-bound rivers will gradually become dry.
The building of combined canals, dilms and locks will, in the future,
aid in the opening up of a combined channel that will connect the Volga
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River with the Barents and White Seas, The coal produced in Po-shao-la
and apatite mined in Mo-erh-mn-esu-k0e (phonetic) will be economically
transported to the enterprises in thesindustrialized south, while
products - metals, potash fertilizer, cement, cellulose, alcohol,
plastics and petroleimi products, made in the factories in the Urals and
along the bansx of the Volga River -- will be able to find shorter ways
to reach the northern seas.

In the future, construction plans for dams, reservoirs and canals
on the uninhabited land that has been scorched by the radiance of the
sun, there will emerge dense green forests and fruit and grape orchards,
exhibiting a bright prospect - the profile of conmnuism.

Text supplied by the Soviet Embassy.
Translated by Yang Yu-hua.
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PRELIMINARY ACHIEVEMNTS IN STUDY OF DRIFT-SANm CONTROL

B CLAY BARRIES IN MIN-CHIIN*

/Zollowing is a translation of an article by Keng KXuan-hung
(505 1401 1347) in the Chinese-language periodical, Ti-li
(Geography), Peiping. No. 5, 1961. pages 200-05JO

Control of drift-sand is one of tho principal measures taken
in taming a desert. Experiences have proven that while control of
drift-sand by plantings is fundamental, i4t must be pursued with mechan-
ioal foundations.

In recent work carried out in Commist China, many different
types of mechanical sand barriers have beon used. It is therefore
desirable to pursue a systematic study of those facilities to deter-
mine the most economical means of installation and to obtain the maxiow
mm efficiency.

In 1960, a systematio study of those facilities was oarried
out joint3y by workers in tM fields of climtology, pedology, and
forestry at the Min-oh'in Drift-Send Control Testing Station. The
results obtained showed that clay barriers were rather effective.
In order to exs'.3d the use of this type of barrier, this paper dis.
cusses the prel:'l-nary achievements made in the study, reservirg cer-
tain advanced pr.'.ems to be solved in future experiments.

* The author is indebted to Cowrado8 Ho Yueh-chtiang (Institute
of Geograpby, Academia Sinica) and Liu TI.-Hsiang (Kansu
Provincial Aoadeny of Agricultural Science) for the data for
this paper and for their participation in discussions, and to
Mr. Chao Sung .,ch*41 SW .0 gAgb,.
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Installation of Clay Barriers.

Clay barriers were developed according to experiences gained in the
building of pressed clay-sand dunes by the people of Minamohlin, and
from the study and tests made in olay-sand barriers at Teng.•kou Drift-
sand Control Testing Station in 1959. These clay barriers whose me.
thod of installation is shown in Figure 1 are divided into three
different types:

1., 10 Pure clay barriers: Built entirely with clay, the height
of the barriers is 30 centimeters, the base width, 40 eentimeters,
and the top width, 10 centimeters: The slope on both sides is appro.
ximatey 30-45u.

2. Mixed olay-sand barriers. The mound of this type of barrier
is first built with sand and then covered with a two oentimeter-thick
layer of clay; the Ai ter of the covering lumps of clay is 0ol - 0.5
centimeter; the height and width of the barriers are similar to those
of the pure clay barriers. Note that when building the mound, sand
must not be taken from the foot of the barrier to avoid instability
of the foundation and thus the waste of clay. While a smaller
ausount of work is involved in building this type of barrier than the
pure clay barrier, the former are lUss stable than t.he latter
(Notes After experiencing the severe wind and sand storms in the win-
ter of 1960 and spring of 1961, most of the clay-smnd barriers col.
lapsed while those of pure clay remained intact).

3. Flat clay barriers: The sand surface is directly covered
with a two-oentimeter-thick and 40 oentimeter-wide layer of olayl
the diameter of the covering lumps of clay is 0.1 - 0.3 oentimeter.
A much less amount of work is involved in this type of barrier, but
the stability and effectiveness are beyond compare with the others.

In order to level the sand dunes to enable them to beocm use-
ful, the installation of barriers can be carried out in two differ-
ent stages. The first stage is done on the lower part of the wind-
ward slopes (approximately below 1/3 of the slopes) to stop sand flow.
By doing this, the air current, after passing over the barriers, will
have a larger sand-oarrying capability, carrying with it the sand
accumulated on the upper part of the sand dunes so that the aeolian
accumulation effect on top of the dunes will tarn into aeolian ero-
sion so that the sand dunes will gradually beoom levelled. The
second stage of the installation is done by putting up barriers over
the levelled sand dunes.
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Sand barriers are installed in two different forms: the band
form and the block fonr. Barriers installed in the band form should
be normal to the direction of the prevailing sand-o arry"_ wind;
otherwise, a negative result will be produced when the wind passes be.
tween the bands. Specifications for the Installation of barriers dif-
fer according to the intervals between bands (or blocks). According
to Soviet experienoes, barriers are generally two naters apart. Since
the eoonomic value and etfectiveness of this speoifi.oation has yet
to be determined in China, apart from Installing different types of
barriers at two-meter intervals for comparison purposes (see Table I),
clay barriers have also been installed at 1, 1.2, 1.5, 2, and 3
meter intervals for the same purposes.

Effect of Control of Drift Sand by Means of Mechanical Barriers.

Practical work has proven that the control of drift-Sand by
means of mechanical barriers is only temporary, since they will even-
tually be damaed and become ineffective after a certain period of
time. Consequently, from a long-range point of view, they should
serve as good foundations for the control of drift-sand by plantings.
They will not only be effective in the control of wind and sand but
will also provide help for the growth of plants, guaranteeing the re-
tention of their moisture. Hence, the control of wind and sand and
the retention of the moisture of plants are two important features
of mechanical barriers.

1. Wind and Sand Controlling Effect of Mechanical Barriers.

Experienoes have proven that "when the wind blows the sand
will flow and when the wind ceases the sand will be stille" Wind is
one o.a the principal factors of sand flowl therefore, to control the
latter, one must first prevent the former.

In the surface atmospheric layer, the force of wind becomes
greater with the increase of height. This is due to the fact that
the surface frictional resistance against the air current decreases
as the height increases. Hence, at a certain height contiguous to
the ground surface, the force of wind is equal to the forco of frio-
tiont the wind velocity thus being zero. This height is meteorolo.-
gioally known as the height of roughness, which explains the struc-
tural feature of the ground surface. The rougher the ground surface,
the greater the frictional resistance and the higher the zero point
of the wind velocity.

On the surface of drift-sand, there is less roughness.
According to R. A. Pai-ke-no (Wind and Sand and Desert Sand Dune
Physics, The Science Press, 1959), it is approximately 1/30 of the
diameter of a sand granule (an average of 0.0025 centimeter according
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to actual determination). If we base on the diameter of 0.025 centi-
meter, the roughness is equal to 1/10A This shows that the m.vement
of air current over the sand begin$ a.most on the ground surface
(Kong K'uan-hung, "SandCarrying Wd and Drft Sand", Tl-li Hsh-
a /Acta Ceographica Siniqaý/ Vol. 25, No. 1, 1959), with the result

that an extreemely close relationship exists between the wind and
sand. If the wind velocity only reaches the extent of sand-carrying
(the wind velocity at two meters above the ground is generally five
meters per second), the sand will start to drift.

The installation of sand barriers is for the purpose of chang-
ing the smoothness of the surface of the sand, causing it to become
rough and thus producing a greater frictional resistance and raising
the zero point level of the wind velocity. The raising of this level
differs according to the fsatures of the barriers. In general, as
compared to the surface of the sand, tall grass barriers increase the
roughness by 12 times; tree branch barrier, 2? times; short grass
barriers, less than 6 times; and clay barriers, approximately 200
times.

The rise of the zero point level of the wind velocity direotly
reduces the effect of the air current on the sand, severing the close
relationship between them and at the same time, weakening the force
of the wind. According to field observations, at the same height
level (two meters), the force of wind is weakened by 18 to 40 per
cent by grass and branch barriers and by more than 40 per cent by
clay barriers (see Table 2). The wind force at a 20-centimeter
beight level is reduced by 8 to 40 per cent in the former types of
barriers and by approximately 30 per cent in the latter type.

Table 2

WIND VICITY 20 CENTDTWES HEIGHT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
SAND BAPAIERS (rn/sea)

Block- Band-
Sand &al•Tall '" • " • h Short form form
Barriers q sa ci &wih Grass Clay Pliy

Inside of 1.5 2.4 2,5 3.3 3.7
Barrier

Outside of 2,6 2.6 3.0 2.4 2.5
Barrier

Reduction
Rate o.42 0.08 0.17 0.27 0.33
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Conversely, the critical sand-carrying wind velocity in the
barriers is thus Inoreased. When the velocity of the sand-carrying
wind is five meters per second at a two-4nter height above the sand
surface, the sand in the barriers in still. The result of observa-
tions shows that within most of the barriers, the sand moves only when
the wind velocity reaches six to seven maters per' seeond.

Apart from direct wind pressure, the movement of sand is also
affected by eddy currents. Eddy currents are the vertical vortex
motion of air currents, their orientation being normal to the ground
surface and thus affecting the ascending and descending motion of the
sand. They can roll up the sand or press it onto the ground.

The effect at eddy eurinte an the one hand is determined by
the stratification of the force of wind and the atmoupheris tempera-
ture, and on the other, by the roughness and, the ground surfaae•
structure. The roughness affects their intensity while the ground sur-
face structure Influences their structure. According to computation
of the intensity of eddy currents with respect to the roughness, when
the wind is at a critical sand-carrying velocity at a two-meter height,
and depending on the neutral stability of the stratification of the
atmospheric temperature, we obtain the reoults shown in Table 3.

Table 3

EDDY CURRENT INTENSITY AT DIFFERENT HEIGHT LEVEL
WITHIN SAW BARRIERS

Type of Roughness 10 Centimeters 1 centimeter
Barrier (om) above the E~on above the crund

sq oamsea Drift sq om/seo Drift
sand sand
surface surface

Tall grass o0291 4,.65 1.05 0.52 0.20

Branch 0o,68 4.7 0.96 2.17 0.83

Short grass o0102l 4.63 1.02 2.12 0.81

Block-form 0.4923 3083 0.84 0.59 0.22
clay

Band.form 0.4923 4.78 1.06 1.18 0.45
clay

Drift sand 0.0025 4.53 1.00 2.62 1.00
surface
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From Table 3P it is Obvious that the greater the roughness in-
side the barriers, the lesser the intensity of the eddy currents co.-
tiguou to the ground surface, ind at. the sam tim, the intensity in-
creases rapidly along with the inoreaief height. Hence, at the one
centimeter height level, the intensity of the eddy currents inside
all barriers is less than that on the surface of drift-sand, but the
case is almost opposite at the 10-centimeter height level. The vari-
ation of eddy current intensity along with height is most intense in
tall grass barriers, and is also great in clay barriers.

As is known, sand flow is generally concentrated within the
10-centimeter atmospheric level above the ground. Therefore, within
this level, the variation of eddy current intensity has a great ef-
fect upon the sand flow. This effect also determines the eddy cur-
rent structure since it functions along the direction of the sand
movement.

Because of the structural differences in barriers, there is
also a great variation in the structure of eddy currents. Orass
and branch barriers are ventilating and have a straining effect on
air current. When the wind blow, a portion of the air current
passes over the top of the barriers whIle another portion penetrates
through them. These two portions of air current meet at the inter-
vals of the barriers and create a mutual interference, forming numer-
ous small scattered vortices. Although this does not produce any
variation in the eddy current intensity as a whole, the mutual can-
cellation of the effect of the vortices evidently weakens the sand-
carrying capability of the air current. Henoe, when the sand-carry-
ing wind passes through the barriers, a part of the granules is re-
tained. Clay barriers are not ventilating. When the wind blows,
the air current can only pass over the top of the barriers without
penetrating through them. The air current is compelled to uplift
itself on the approach of the barrier and lowrs after passing over
it. This is si41d.l3 to the case of water flowing over a dam. After
passing over the barrier, the air current proceeds to strike on the
sand surface a short distance from the rear of the barrier. A part
of this air current then becomes a large individual eddy current,
acting on the lee side of the barrier and absorbing the grranules
which passed over this barrier to form an aocuzulation. The other
part of the air current, after striking, continues forward carrying
with it sand activated from the strike to pass over another barrier.
These sand granules can possibly be absorbed by another edd current
on the lee side of this barrier to form another aoc-umulation and can
also be carried away by the air current. Hence, unlike ventilating
barriers which work only (or principally) on sand accumulation, the
clay structures effect sand accumulation as wal as aeolian erosion.
These conditions are shown in Figure 2.
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The different effects of eddy currents on sand flow are the
results of the combined effect of their intensity and structure.
Hence, the effect of the intensity on ventilating barriers is the ac-
celeration of sand accumulation, while non-venting barriers effect
sand accumulation as well as aeolian ercaig. These two types of ef-
fect oppose each other, their strength generally being equal, and thus
can possibly cancel each other. The result will only produce signifi.
cant changes in the sand surface within the barriers, the center beinge
hollow while the two sides are protuberant. Speaking in terms of
drift-sand control, there is actually no sand flowing in and out of
the barriers.

Although a quantitative concept by overall observation and
determination has yet to be drawn on the above inference, a satisfac-
tory amount of proof has already been obtained from practical opera.
tions. In the 25 observations made between April and July, it was
found that there was an accumulation of sand in all the ventilating
barriers, the average thickness of this accuarzation being from 6 to
10 centimeters and the thickest, 3.0 to 20 centimeters on a single
occasion. The central part of the non-ventilating clay barriers was,
without exception, a hollow caesed by aeolian erosion, the average
depth being from 2 to 3 centimeters and the deepest reaching over 10
centimeters on a single oocasion. But on the lee side of the barrLers,
there was always an accumulation of sand whose position changed along
with the direction of the wind.

It is worthy of note that since the former type of barrier
(ventilating) always works on sand accumtDation, it follows that the
thickness of the accumulation increases continuously; although at a
time, depending on the different conditions of the wind, a part of
it would be blown away. In the latter type of barriers (non-ventila-.
ting), while there is aeolian erosion in the central part, the varia-
tion in depth is not great since it is always supplemented by the
accumulation on the side, especially when the wind blows from the
opposite direction. Although, as shown in Table 4, the accumalated
depth (April to July) can reach 10 centimeters, it is extremely natur-
al as far as newly installed barriers are concerned, since, accord-
ing to the abb•e-mentioned air current conditions, it is obvious
that the originally flat sand surface in the barriers should change
into a hollow shape. This is exactly the position to be used for
measuring the activities of the sand surface.

Hence, it is obvious that in the control of drift-sand, there
is a difference between the two types of barriers. While ventilating
branch and grass barriers are efftotive, the accwmulation of sand re-
sulting in the continuous rise of the sqnd surface within the barriers
and in burying them gradually will quickly reduce their sand control
efficiency. In short grass barriers, for exca e, there is a quick
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aocumlation of sand after their installation, and by the latter stage
of the experimentation, the entire area of installation becomes higher
than the surrowning sand surface. From a distant observation, it has
a conspicuous resemblanoe of a low protruding platform, where the
barriers have aoutalJ3 lost their sand oontrolling effeot. Clay bar-.
biers have both aeolian erosion and aocumulation effects, which generN-
ally cancel each other, and tba retain a m'ch longer period of
effectiveness* Howoveri in awrae *here there is a katabatio wind,
their effeot is lesser than that of the grass and branch barriers.

Table 4

DEPTH OF SAND ACCUMULATION AND AEOLIAN EROSION IN
SAND BARRIERS (cm)

Aocumxlated
Location of Depth (Accord-.
Observation Average Maxnmum ing to Scale)

Tall grass 10 15 to 20 50
barriers

Branoh barriers 8 11 to 14 10

Short grass 6 10
barriers

Block-form 3 11 to 16 10
clay

Bwa-n lq 2 10 to 14 8
barriers

2. The 1,utention of Moisture by Mechanical Barriers.

The lowering of the wind velocity and of the eddy ourent in..
tensity on the zurface layer within barriers ca reduce evaporation
over the sand surface and is favorable for the concentration of pre-
cipitation, and is thus also advantageous to the deposit of moisture
in the sand. However, due to the tiuaidnius effect of the sand flow,
there is aotual3v a greater differemne in the moisture condition of
the sand within the barriers. According to the general data shown
in Table 5, only the moisture content in the sand within the clay
barriers is higher than that in drift-sand; the moisture content in
the sand within all other barriers is lower. This clearly shows
that improvement of the moistare content ini the sand can only be made
within all Other barriers, the moisture oonlition will deteriorate.
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Table 5

MOISTURE CONTENT IN THE SAM

Total Moisture Depth of water
Deposit in 0 penetration .
to 50-cm Sand Within 1 minute Depth of

Location of Layers following preci- Dry sqnd
Observation (Dm) tation (cm) Laer (oem)

Tall grass Below 7 - 20
barriers

Branch Below -0 18
barriers

Short grass Below 10 18
barriers

Elook.-form 1.6,02 35,6 8
clay barriers

Band-form 16.65 28.2 10

clay barriers

Drift sBand 3.33 20.7 16

Pressed olay- 7.73
sand barriers

It should be pointed out that all ventilating barriers possess
a sand accumulating feature. The accumulated sand natural•y is ab-
solutely dry, thus allowing the dry sand layers to gradually become
thick0 which is the fundamenl.al reason for thb loss of moisture in
the sand, especial2y in the initial growing stage of plants when the
moisture condition is even worse. Consequently, the plants grown
in these barriers are difficult to sprout. As to the pressed clay-
sand barriers which are. being Wed by the masses, due to the fact
that the sand surfaces are entirely covered with clay* water cannot
possibly penetrate into the sand, and therefore it either flows away
or evaporates. Hence, except for the surf oes, the supply of water
cannot reach the sand under the clay, Which is another reason for
the worse moisture condition. In an inspection tour made on this
type of barrier in 1958. it was found that desert plants only grew
at the foot of sand dunes, indicating the type of moisture condi.
tion we have discussed.



One aspect of the improvement of the moisture condition of the
sand in clay barriers is attributpd to aeolýan erosion, which causes
some of the dry sand on the sutfte to be blowti away and the layer to
become less thick. Another = t• which is more important, is
created by the penetration of blay into the sand. According to phy-
sloal nature, the coarseness Of sand granules allows them to disperse,
and the rougher the oapillaries of the sand layer, the stronger the
perviousness of water and the weaker the retentiveness of moisture.
The physical nature of clay is just the opposite. Hence, the mix-
Ing of sand with clay will change these natures, supplying whatever
is lacking in one or the other, According to experiences gained by
farmers in northwest China, the mixing of sand with clay or the
pressing of sand together with clay has been one of the principal
measures taken in the improvement of soil conditions and the In-
crease of agricultural output. This has led to a cornmon saying,
"A pressed clay and sand block is more precious then a gold plate,"
which has been proven by soientific experiment. Fxperimente show
that the institutiam of these measures improves the pbysical struo-
to"r of the soil and thus increases its mo.ht•em retentiveness
(See Lu Chung-shu and Chlen Pang.'u, "Study of Sand-flats in Kansu,"
Chinese Journal of Awrioulture, Vol 6, No, 3, 1955).

Hence, the penetration of clay L-to sand will also create a
silar effect. After Olay barriers are erected on the drift-sand,
the lag period of wind and rainfall will oause the clay to gradal
penetrate into the sand, filling in the rough pores and thus allow,-
Ing the loose sand to form a pseudo-crumble structure. Due to the
fact that there are fine poras in this type of structure, the moi-
sture retentiveness of the capihIriee increases. At the same timep
since the structure still retains a relatively large number of rough
pores, there is no significant change in the perviousness of water.
Hence, after the penetration of clay, the sand layer should possess
excellent wator perviousness as well as satisfactory *oisture re-
tentiveness; that is, the penetration of clay into sand can im-
prove the latV-;'s moisture retentiveness. This type of inference
has been provea by the actual determination of moisture in the sand.
as pointed out in Table 5, the depth and velocity of rain water
soaked into the sand in clay barriers are greater than in drift
sand. In the band-form clay barriers, for exanmle, the depth of
water soaked into the sand reaches 28 millimeters per minute, which
is 36 per cent greater than that soaked into drift sand; the rate
of seepage is Oe47 centimeter per second, which 0.12 centimeter
greater. The seepage of water in block-form barriers is especially
significant. This# apart from being affected by the concentration
of water in clay barriers, can also be attributed to the rough
pores in the crumble structure. Table 6 shows that the moisture
content in the various sand layers within a barrier is higher than
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that in drift sand. This is especially true in the 0 to 5-centimeter
layer where the moisture is doubly highero

Table 6

MOIST'RE CONTENT IN SAND OF,VARTOUS DEPTHS

Location of Depth (cm) ,oair of,

Observation 0 5 10 20 30 .50 Average

Pressed clay. 0.52 0.38 0.56 1.67 1.76 0 1.06
sand done

CI.q barriers 0.23 1.43 2.54 3.00 3.17 2.96 2.17

DrIft sand- 0.14 0.99 1.86 2.52 3.85 1.34. 1.78
flats

The growth of plants within barriers is affected directly Ly
the moisture retentiveness of the sand in those bartterse since the
moisture required is totally dependent on that contained in the sand.
The plants, apart from requiring the protection from damage by wind
and sand storms, particularly need the guarantee of moisture. In
the ewtreme dryness of the desert, the water itself constantly faces
survival difficulties. Consequently, the moisture condition within
the barriers cannot but be strongly reflected by the growing condi-
tion of the plants. This growing condition is a mans of determin-
ing the moisture of the sand within the barriers.

For instance, from observation made on the desert plants -
"so-so" /& type of fast growing plan&/ som in June 1960, it was
,ound that those growing in clay barriers were healthy and the rate
of survival was high, while in other t as of barriers, the case
was worse than that on drift sand where there were no barriers* In
tall grass barrier,, for exasple, the plants sown did not sprouts
in branch barriers, although the plants did sprout in the early
stage, they were gradually buried by sand@ with only three decayed
ones remaining in the later stage. This clearly shows that these
sand accumtlating barriers create a serious obstruction to the
growth of plants, while the clay barriers provide advantages for
them. The effect of the control of diift-.and of all these barriers
is shown in Table 7,

It must be pointed out that the disadvantages created by the
ventilating and sand aocumulating grass and branch barriers will ob-
stru•t future plans for the control of drift-sand by plating and for
the develqo*St of agriculture and animal husbandry. Hence, from a
long-range point of view careful consideration should be given to
the use of this type of tarriers.
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Table 7

THE CONDITION OF CROWTH/*OF 00-SO INSIDE

Heigiat
Rate of of Area of

Location of Survival Plant Plant
Observati (m) Top Remarks

Tall grass 0 - -
barriers

BranOh only 3 - - Unsatisfactory
barriers romaining

Clay 83 42,6 2682.6 HealtlW
barriers

Drift sand 44 25.2 1584.0 Satisfactory

Fom adft*Q'Lations of 'blav Barrier~'

Due to the different conditions eisting from the planning stage
to aotual operat!.on, the types of clay barriers to be installed will
be various. These various tr'.es of lay barriers will naturally lead
to different effects on the euntrol of drift-sand* Hence, it will be
extremely important that theso effects should first be examined.

Among the three types of clay barriers mentioned earlier in
this paper, the roughness of the flat clay barriers 1s approxitmte2ly
0.01 centimeter fiich is only four times greater than that of drift
sand. The increase of the friotional resistance is not great
(approximtely , per cent as compared to that of drift sand), and
the weakening #,.,Tecy on the wind velocity and on the eddy current In-
tensity contigu-s to the ground surface layer is limited; the eddy
current structure is sizndJ to that on the drift sand. Hence,
except for the temporary control of that portion of sand covered by
clay, these barriers are not effective and are general.y not adequate
for use. As to the installation of the other two types of clay bar-.
riers, only the stability and the amount of work involved are differ-
ent. Pure clay barriers are enduring but require m.re labor, while
mixad clay-sand barriers are just the opposite.

The more important oonsiderationstto be given to these bor-
riers are their forms .nd specifications, since the difference in
those two aspects will bear different effects on the control of
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drift-sand, the retentiveness of the moisture of sand, and finally
the growth of plants.

On the control of drift-sand, the changes in the sand surface
layer within a barrier gives a unified res4t in the effect of the
control. To render a convenient cospariso, -we give an illstratiob
by using the greatest variations. A shown in Figure 3. in the band-
form barriers, due to the passing oa some air current along theim,
the affect of the spacing is limited, but the depth of +he sand sur-
face caused by aeolian erosion is great (above 10 cm)l however, in
spacings of more than 2 meters, the erosion appears to be more In-
tense and the lowering of the sand surface is much greater. The case
is Just the opposite in the block-form barriers since the effect of
the length of the spacing is very inch evident. This type of effect
shows that the greater the spacing, the deeper the sand surface
caused by aeolian erosion. However, in spacings of less than 1.5
meters, the effect is rather moderate. Hence, we will find that in
terms of the form of barriers, the control effect of the b"ondform
is no greater than that of the block-foim. With regard to specifii-
cations, if the spacings of the band-form barriers are less than 2
meters, there is no significant effect of these spacings; if those of
the block form barriers exceed 1,5 meters, their effect on sand con-
trol is greatly reduced.

The moisture retentiveness of clay barriers is manifested by
the moisture contained in the sand and the thickness of the sand
layers. As shown in Figure 4, at the same depth (15 cm), the mole-
tfte content in the band and block-form barriers is higher than
that in the drift sand. But the moisture content in most of the
band-form barriers is lower than that in the block-form; the former
also show that when the spacings are less than 2 meters, the effect
of these spacings on the moisture content is not evident, as indi-
cated by the moderate and irregular curve in the figure. When the
spacings exceed 2 meters, there is an increasing trend of the mois-
ture content in the sand, which is obviously caused by the intensifi-
catLion of aeolian aerosion and the decrease of the thickness of the
dry sand layers, as clearly shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows that
the thickness of the sand layers decreases noticeably in barriers
that have larger spacings. In block-form barriers, the curve shows
relatively great but irregular changes in moisture content. In
general, the moisture content in the sand decreases along with the
increase of the spacings, and when the spacings eoceed 2 meters, the
moisture content in these barriers is even lower than that in band-
form barriers. This is also clearly shown in Figure 5, where the
thickness of the dry sand layers in the block-form barrierg in-
creases linearly along with increase of the spacings from 1.2 to 2
meters, but when the spacings reach 2 meters, the thickness of the
layers is close to that of the band-form barriers of a similar
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specifioation. From the trend of ihe curves, mhon the spaoings exeed
this measurement, the layers .n t~o block-form barriers can be thicker
than those in the band-form b4iers. Henoe, it can be easi24 con-
oluded that-if the spacings are less than 2 moters, the moistare re-
tentiveness in block-form barriers is more satisfactory than that in
band-form barriers, but the case is reversed if the spacings exceed
2 asters. The moisture retentiveness in block-form barriers appears
to be most effective when the spacings are 1.2 moters. Bat due to
errors which are not negligible in the observation and determination
of moisture content in the sand and the irregularity of the curves
showing the moisture content and the spacings, a final conclusion
will not be given to this effect.

From the above discussion, we will find that although grass
and branch barriers are effective in drift-sand control, their ef-
fectiveness will quic3kl diminish with the continuous accumulation of
sand. Also, becase of these sand accumaations, the moisture content
in the sand gradually deteriorates and the sand layers becom thicker#
which are disadvantageous to the growth of plants. Hence, the in-
stallation of these tnpes of barrier win1 create difficulti in fur..
thering our plan for a long range control of drift-sand by means of
plantings. Moreover, due to the fact that the deeert is a place
where plants are scarce and difficult to grow, the materials to be
used for these topes of barriers can hardly be obtained loealy.
These nest be imported from other localities, In Sha-po-tsou, for
example, the amount of grass needed for the installation of barriers
(2 X 2 maters) oovering an area of one mou was sore than 400 eatties
and cost -apoximately 100 yuan. Sfeh an expense obviously carnot
be arranged for by an average looalltr.

Clay barriers can produce imediate advantages as well as long
range benefits. They can lay dora reliable foundations for the long
range control of drift-eand by plantings and for the future develop.
ment of agriculture and animal husbandry. The material required for
the Installation of this t"pe of barrier is abundanto In the oasis
regions on the desert border, there is generally am extensive die.
tribution of clay. In the desert frontiers, such as. 3ln-ch'n, TWW
k'ou, and the mwe oases along the southern border of the Nan-ohiang
Desert, there are abundant clay deposits. On the desert border along
Min-ch'in, the lowland in between sand dunes is all covered with
thick laers of clay, which are read for use once installation work
is started.

On the amount of labor involved in the installation of sand
barriers, although at present to complete grass barriers (2 X 2
asters) covering one mou of land requires only 13 working days (by
hand), the installation of block-form clay barrieo of the sam
specifications requires 15 days, which is five time greater, but
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if the Installtion is calculated in terms of oost (adding mtUrial
and transportation) , the latter, pre two to three time more econoei.
oal than the former. The cost for installing mried c.-sd: barrirs
is still more eoonomical, which is four to six time• lowr than that,
for installing graws barriers. .eeid.es in comparison to the amount..
of labor involved in eorecting preased olay.,shd dues, it is less,-
by-over toni time.

Exi~stine Problens-

1. -Stabiltty -and 61Lru'biatr of Cloy Bre.

In- this case, stability irplies the period from the beg irf.
to the oe•dof aoan, orosion after installatift of the clay barrites;
io.e, Aho time required for the sand urfoae within the barriers to,
start changing to the final stage of stability. While soolian orosin
within the barrirsis generally not serious, on oerta. days when a
fresh Sale preval• s, it Is still hamful to .the plants. Therefore,
it will be most suitable to start. planting when the sand surface
within the barriers finally becomes stable, For this reason, the
time required for the sand uurface to become stable should dpend on
the form and specifications of the barriers. Primuarily, At i.s 'be-
lieved that the time required. by the band-form barriers is longer
than that by the blook-orm barriers, andr in the latter barriers,
the narrower the spacings*, the shorter the time required for the qand
surface to become stable. It is. estimated that generally the -sand
surf~ace within clay barrioer should become more or less stable after
one windy season., According to the'climatic conditions In, the. deqi
sorts in China, it is most !d.al to install clay barriers In the lat-.
tar part of one year and start planting in the uimomr and fall of the
following year.

The woxr durabiliiL mentioned in the beginning-of this eetion,
means the length of period in which the barriers remain effteq•t IA
maintaining the .ontrol of drift-sand. This Is primarily determined
by the solidity of the barrior". Naturaly, barrier wi-ldetericrate
gradually as a result of wind and rair). 'hae question is whether the
period during whicoh the barriers are being damaged and becoming In-.
effective I. long enough for the. growth of, tkh plants whereby the
plants themselves awe capable of rei~latng 'the damage of wind and.
sand. Thise period, on the aon hinad, is determizled by the intensityr
and frequency of the sAd-.oarz7rU wind, and an the othbr, by the
erosion resistance of the barriers. In Teng-IoWa, for exiamle, the
uajority of the block-form clay barriers Installed two yeas ago are
still intact. The plants within these barriers are generally ovr
50 oentititrs tall and are healthy and wind resistant, It is
firmly believed that clia barriers can remain Intact for more.than
three years, thus allowing sufficient time for the growth of plants.
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2. For 4 and S .eLatMs of Sand Ba-rMe.

The conclusion on the form and speoifieations of 0l3A barriers
mentioned earlier in this paper ws arri"d at according to the olima.
tic condition of Nihn.eh in, and thereforg it is not a general eonolu-.
slon. To pl.n for the forms a specifications of barriers, consider.
ationG should first bq given to the local wind and moist=r e•nditions
as well as the positAe in whiceh the barriers are to be installed.
In general, in localities where there are variable wind dir.cticns,
the use of blook-form barriers are adequate: in places where the sand..
6a'*-ing wrind prevails from one directing, band-form barries are more
suitable. In regions wher the velocity of wind is high and the
period of Oontinuit ins short, and where the 'Oosition of the barriers
is low and levelled, the width of the spacings should be more than
1.5 notersl in the opposite case, the spacings should be less than
1.5 moters. In places where rainfall is relativeb' abundant and the
sand.-arying mind is not too intense, the barriers to be installed
should generally be low and the stabUlity be aintalirnd. Thi also
applies to places where barrier with narrow spacings are installed.

3.fr~emflGOeuiims xoachanii MhE Mrons of IMUNAl.
tion Of Barrier.

Regardless of the limited amount of labor involved In install-
ing clAy barriers, due to the vast area of the desert and labIs shrt-
age in that region, the use of mumal labor alone to Instal barrier
wil be far from adequate to effect an overall control at art-eu6
Consequent~', saprt from, carring cut the policy of effeetWug ecstro
in certain localities, special c a s u ld be given to
mechanizing the -proes of Installation, espeeaib3 the aequistLen
and transportation of olay.

L. Dreo ns temord Whic Further S& of the Sabist

Although the effi•e•ene of clay barriers has been plauawl
deterained, it Is still nA*deq•ate and further s y should, be md
toward their improvemet.- gence, in the course of sta parti-
cula" attention should be given to the soilastrutwe In the smd.
ohanges in moisture and the microollsati conditions within the
barriers, and also to the suitabUl• i of the grw of diffet nt
types of plants. Only be doing this can the effect of cloy berriers
on the control of drift-sand be fathe* Isproved.
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